
NOVATO SOUTH LITTLE LEAGUE 

MAJORS Sibling Consideration Request 

If you have a child who is a returning Majors player, and you have another child (or children) 

who is/are league age 10-12 trying out for the Majors, or have multiple children trying out for 
Majors, you may use this Sibling Consideration Request to indicate your wishes regarding  

siblings in the Majors draft.  

Please complete and sign this request and deliver it to the Novato South Little League Player 

Agent prior to the commencement of tryouts so that we are aware of your preferences.  

1
st
 Player Name: _____________________________________ League Age: __________

Is 1
st
 player currently in Majors?

Yes ___ If yes, prior Majors team _________ 

No ____ 

2
d
 Player/sibling name: ________________________________ League Age: _________ 

3
d
 Player/sibling name: ________________________________ League Age: _________ 

During the Majors draft, there are several scenarios:  

1) A Manager who drafts a returning Majors player may:

a. Draft that player’s sibling(s); or
b. Fill his or her roster before drafting that player’s sibling.

2) A Manager may draft one child from a family which has multiple children available in the

draft.

a. That Manager may draft another child from the same family in the subsequent

draft round (the sibling is “protected” until the same team comes around again in

the draft).

b. If the Manager does not draft the sibling in the next round, any manager may draft

the sibling to his or her team.

 IF the Manager who drafts your returning Majors player does not draft the sibling(s) of that 

player, would you like the sibling(s) to (check one):  

___ Be available to be drafted to another Majors team  

___ Be removed from the Majors draft and play in AA—AAA 

 IF a Majors Manager drafts one of your children, but then does not draft the sibling(s) in the 

protected subsequent round, would you like the sibling(s) to (check one):  

___ Be available to be drafted to another Majors team  

___ Be removed from the Majors draft and play in AA-AAA 

Parent: ____________________________________________________ (print name) 

Signature: __________________________________________________ Date: ____________ 

For Novato South Little League Please email this signed form 

to: playeragent.nsll@gmail.com

Date Received:




